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We shall show that the oscillations observed by R. S. Strichartz in the Fourier
transforms of self-similar measures have a large-scale renormalisation given by a
Riesz measure. Vice versa the Riesz measure itself will be shown to be self-similar
around every triadic point. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. THE CANTOR MEASURE
1 1w xLet m be the Cantor measure on y , q ; that is the unique probabil-2 2
 .ity measure that satisfies in the sense of distributions
3m 3 x y 1 q 3m 3 x q 1 s 2m x . 1 .  .  .  .
 .To justify heuristically that this equation actually defines the Cantor
measure consider the sequence of functions
3 3m x s m 3 x y 1 q m 3 x q 1 , m s x . .  .  .nq1 n n 0 wy1r2, q1r2x2 2
where x is the characteristic function of the interval I. Clearly Hm s 1 soI n
 .that each m x dx is a probability measure. It is plain that m is supportedn n
1 1 yny1w xby some subset of y , q consisting of intervals of length 3 and2 2
that the support of m is obtained by ``throwing away'' the middle thirdnq1
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 .The limit measure thus satisfies Eq. 1 . This kind of equation is
nowadays called a two-scale equation since it relates the large scales
linearly to the small scales.
On the other hand, consider its Fourier transform for notational
 .convenience we agree that m x is to be understood in the sense of
.distributions
m v s dxm x eyi v x . .  .Ã H
A natural question might be how the self-similarity of the original measure
can be recovered from its Fourier transform. From the two scale relation it
follows easily that m satisfiesÃ
m vr3 eiv r3 q eyi v r3 s 2m v .  .  .Ã Ã
and, hence, upon iterating we see that it is given by the infinite product
`
yjm v s cos 3 v . .  .Ã 
js1
It converges uniformly on compact sets and represents an entire analytic
function. Now have a look at Fig. 1. It shows that it is not obvious how to
recover any self-similarity in the Fourier domain. However, as we shall see
soon, a suitable renormalisation process links m to the Riesz measures.Ã
w xNote, however, that it was shown by Strichartz in Str90, Str93 that the
primitive
v 2
G v s dj m j .  .ÃH
0
 . 1y ln 2r ln 3exhibits a scaling behavior G v ; v as v ª `. More precisely
 .n  n .  .  .the limit 2r3 G 3 v , n ª ` exists for all v see Section 5 below .
 .FIG. 1. The Fourier transform m v for p F v F 54p .Ã
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FIG. 2. The first steps of the construction of the Cantor measure.
2. THE RIESZ MEASURE
Let f be the weak limit of
Ny1
jf v s 1 q cos 3 v . 2 .  .  . .N
js0
 .It can be shown see below that f is a 2p-periodic positive measure
w x   ..Zyg68 . In Fig. 3 we have plotted the graph of log f v . It is called the10
Riesz measure and it was the first example of a singular continuous
measure whose Fourier coefficients
c n s dv f v eiv n .  .H
T
do not tend to 0. This fact is easily understood by looking at the sequences
 .of Fourier coefficients c n of f . Since each f is a trigonometricN N N
 .FIG. 3. The log ``density'' of the Riesz measure.
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polynomial each c has only a finite number of nonvanishing terms. FromN
the product formula it follows at once that
f v s 1 q cos v f 3v . .  .  . .Nq1 N
Let us introduce the ``dilation with holes'' operator H acting on se-m
quences
s nrm if n s 0 mod m .H : s n ¬ .m  0 otherwise.
Thus we see that we have the relation
1¡ , n s y1 or n s 1,2~c s F ) H c , c s 2d , F n s .  .Nq1 3 N 0 1, n s 0,¢
0 else,
where the convolution product of two sequences is defined as usual,
namely
s) r n s s n y k r k . .  .  .
k
Let us look at the first iterations starting from 2d we show the nonnega-
.tive indices only, with obvious notations :
c s 2, 0, . . .0
c s 2, 1, 0, . . .1
1 1c s 2, 1, , 1, , 0, . . .2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1c s 2, 1, , 1, , , , , , 1, , , , , 0, . . . .3 2 2 4 2 4 2 2 4 2 4
 . < < nContinuing that way it is clear that c k s c for k F 3 . Since thenq1 n
sequences are obviously uniformly bounded, this proves the weak conver-
 .gence of the product 2 . Since each finite product is positive, the limit is a
measure.
 k .In addition we see at once from the iteration, that c 3 s 1 for eachn
n ) k which proves that the Fourier coefficients of f do not constitute a
null-sequence.
For a proof that the Radon]Nykodim derivative of f with respect to
w xLebesgue measure is 0 almost everywhere we refer to Zyg68 .
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3. A RENORMALISATION PROCEDURE
We now want to show that a renormalisation procedure links the
Fourier transform of the Cantor measure to the Riesz measure.
Let h be a measure or a tempered distribution. We say that h has a
small scale renormalisation around 0 iff there are two numbers a ) 1 and
b g C such that for some nonzero tempered distribution h* we have
lim b nh ayn t s h* t , .  .
nªq`
where the convergence is supposed to take place in the weak* topology. It
 .has a small scale renormalisation around t g R iff h ?q t has a small
scale renormalisation around 0. Analogously we say that h has a large
scale renormalisation h# around 0 iff
lim bynh a nt ª h# t . .  .
nªq`
In both cases we define the local self-similarity dimension as
g s log brlog a .
Clearly every homogeneous function tg has a large and a small scale
renormalisation with self-similarity dimension g .
4. THE RENORMALISATION OF THE RIESZ MEASURE
In this section we prove the following theorem which is similar in spirit
w xto theorems about the existence of renormalisation proved in JRS92
THEOREM 1. The Riesz measure f has a small scale renormalisation
around 0 with self-similarity dimension ylog 2rlog 3; that is, in the sense of
distributions we ha¨e
lim 2yn f 3ynv s f * v . .  .
nª`
Its renormalisation f * is a positi¨ e measure that is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Riesz measure and its Radon]Nikodim deri¨ ati¨ e is gi¨ en by
2
df * v rdf v s m vr2 , .  .  .Ã
< < 2where m is the Fourier transform of the Cantor measure. Vice ¨ersa, m hasÃ Ã
a large-scale renormalisation. It is again gi¨ en by f *, namely in the sense of
distributions
2n nlim 2 m 3 v s f * 2v . .  .Ã
nª`
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Remark. As the proof will show, the same argument applies to any
 yj 4point in the set 2p k3 : k, j g Z .
 .Proof. To show the first part we fix a test function s g S R and we
 .write in the sense of distributions
dv s v f 3ynv dv .  .H
N
jyns lim dv s v 1 q cos 3 v .  . .H
Nª` js0
ny1 N
jyn jyns lim dv s v 1 q cos 3 v 1 q cos 3 v . .  .  . .  . H
Nª` js0 jsn
Thus upon replacing j by j q n we have, thanks to 1 q cos v s
2 .2 cos vr2 ,
dv s v 2yn f 3ynv .  .H
n N
2 yj js lim dv s v cos 3 vr2 1 q cos 3 v . .  . .  . H
Nª` js1 js0
<  . < 2The first product converges uniformly on compact sets towards m vr2 .Ã
In addition, for all m g N we can find constants c such that for all n we0 m
have
ny1
m 2 yj­ cos 3 vr2 F c , v g R. .v m
js0
 .From this it follows that the following limit holds in the topology of S R
as n ª `.
n
22 yjs v cos 3 vr2 ª s v m vr2 . .  .  . . Ã
js1
 .The second product converges in S9 R towards the Riesz measure. Now
 .  .  .  .using the hypo-continuity of the pairing S9 R = S R ª C, h, r ¬ h r
we see that in the limit we have
2yn ynlim dv s v 2 f 3 v s dv s v m vr2 f v .  .  .  .  .ÃH H
nª`
and the first part of the theorem follows.
The proof of the second part is analogous and is left to the reader.
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ln 2r ln 3  .In Fig. 4 we have shown a draft of 1 q v f * v in a log]log plot
 .the 1 is to avoid the large negative values of the logarithm . Note that the
``density'' of the measure f * has a scaling behavior in the sense of the
previous theorem. Thus the log]log plot should show a periodic function.
This is the case as Fig. 4 shows. A similar numerical analysis can be found
w xin BB95 .
5. THE RENORMALISATION OF THE PRIMITIVE
< < 2The primitive of f and of m even have a pointwise renormalisation.Ã
We come to the details. Consider the primitive of f. It is given by
Nv v
jF v s dj f j s lim dj 1 q cos 3 j . .  .  . .H H
Nª`0 0 js0
By the preceding arguments it follows that the following limit holds
uniformly on compact sets
vn 2ynlim 3r2 F 3 v s dj m jr2 f j , .  .  .  .ÃH
nª` 0
which shows that F is locally self-similar around 0.
In precisely the same way we may treat the Fourier transform of the
Cantor measure; that is, we look at
v 2
G v s dj m j . .  .ÃH
0
As was observed by Strichartz, G has a scaling behavior as v ª `, namely
 . ln 2r ln 3q1  .G v ; v see Fig. 5, where we have shown the graph of G . In
fact it has a large scale renormalisation; the limit
n n2r3 G vr3 ª F* 2v .  .  .
FIG. 4. The ``rescaled density'' of the renormalisation f in a log]log plot.
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FIG. 5. The integrated Fourier transform of the Cantor measure in a log]log plot.
holds pointwise. Indeed by the arguments of the previous section we have
vn 2n2r3 G vr3 s dj m j f 2j .  .  .  .ÃH n
0
 . ny1  j ..with f v s  1 q cos 3 v . The weak convergence of the f to-n js0 n
2 n n .  .wards f allows us to deduce the pointwise convergence of G vr3 for3
each v g R. This shows that the large-scale renormalisation of G coin-
cides with the small-scale renormalisation of F.
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